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Colloid chemistry of nanocatalysts: A molecular view
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a b s t r a c t

Recent advances of a colloidal chemistry can offer great opportunities to fabricate and design nanocata-

lysts. Comprehensive understanding of a basic concept and theory of the colloidal synthetic chemistry

facilitates to engineer elaborate nano-architectures such as bi- or multi-metallic, heterodimers, and

core/shell. This colloidal solution technique not only enables to synthesize high surface mesoporous

materials, but also provides a versatile tool to incorporate nanoparticles into mesoporous materials or

onto substrates. For green chemistry, catalysis research has been pursued to design and fabricate a cat-

alyst system that produces only one desired product (100% selectivity) at high turnover rates to reduce

the production of undesirable wastes. Recent studies have shown that several molecular factors such as

the surface structures, composition, and oxidation states affect the turnover frequency and reaction

selectivity depending on the size, morphology, and composition of metal nanoparticles. Multipath reac-

tions have been utilized to study the reaction selectivity as a function of size and shape of platinum nano-

particles. In the past, catalysts were evaluated and compared with characterizations before and after

catalytic reaction. Much progress on in situ surface characterization techniques has permitted real-time

monitoring of working catalysts under various conditions and provides molecular information during the

reaction.

� 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Colloids and surface chemistry are fields that are often inte-

grated when taught in the chemistry curriculum. The only Division

focusing on research in Interface Sciences is called Colloid and

Surface Chemistry in the National Meetings of the American

Chemical Society held biannually. In recent years both fields have

increasingly been defined by research investigations on the molec-

ular level. Colloids have benefitted from the rising importance of

nanomaterials, metals and semiconductors that are prepared in

colloid solutions in the 1–10 nm size in the forms of nanodots

and nanorods [1–3]. Metal catalysts that are usually nanoparticles

in the 1–10 nm size range can be synthesized as monodispersed

nanoparticles with controlled size and shape using colloid solution

techniques. The new catalysts that were generated showed that

the catalytic reaction rates, product selectivities and deactivation

all change with the size and shape of the metal nanoparticles [4].

Colloid solution techniques can synthesize mesoporous oxides that

can be used as metal catalyst supports, bimetallic nanoparticles

and core metal–shell oxide systems with novel thermal and

chemical properties.

In what appears to be very rapid developments, new catalysts

are developed by the synthesis of colloid and catalysis sciences

that exhibit unique product selectivity to make a desired product

in multipath chemical reactions without waste by-products, which

is the aim of ‘‘green chemistry.’’

In this review article, we are reviewing the colloid science

approaches to synthesize nanoparticle catalysts of different types.

We review the combined development of colloid techniques to

produce nanocatalysts and give examples of the unique catalytic

chemistry that was achieved. We hope that the reader will share

our enthusiasm of this rapidly developing integrated field of

colloid and nanocatalysis sciences.

2. Colloidal chemistry for synthesis of nanoparticle and

mesoporous materials

2.1. Basic concept of a colloidal synthetic approach

Colloidal synthetic approaches have provided versatile tools for

constructing uniform nanomaterials with controlled size, shape

and crystalline phase. A variety of methods have been utilized to

produce nanoparticles including milling, vapor-phase deposition

techniques and solution-based synthesis [1,2]. This section will

be focused on colloidal solution-based methods as it is more com-

monly used in catalytic studies.
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General colloidal synthesis primarily consists of three compo-

nents: reactive precursors for particle formation, surfactants to

direct particle size and shape, and solvents to act as a reaction

medium. The choice of precursors, surfactants and solvents depend

on the material and morphology desired. Typical reaction

pathways include thermal decomposition, chemical reduction or

oxidation, precipitation, sol–gel and galvanic exchange/replace-

ment [5–8]. For metal nanoparticles, thermal decomposition is

often chosen because it can produce small, spherical particles that

are monodisperse, having size distributions within 5% (rr 6 5%).

Precursors consist of zero-valent organometallics that are rapidly

injected into hot high-boiling solvents with stabilizing surfactants.

These reactions are often conducted using standard air-free tech-

niques, as many of the precursors typically used are toxic and/or

pyrophoric. Thermal reactions are often conducted at temperatures

between 120 �C and 300 �C. Fig. 1 shows a typical reaction setup

consisting of a stir-bar, stir plate, heating mantle or oil bath, 3-neck

round bottom flask fitted with a septum for injections, a thermo-

couple and a reflux condenser affixed to an inert gas line and bub-

bler. Many metal chalcogenides are also made similarly with either

the chalcogenide or metal precursor pre-dissolved in the reaction

solution before injection. When using ionic precursors, reducing

agents may also be needed to produce zero-valent metals or alloys.

This allows for the formation of nanoparticles at ambient temper-

atures or in aqueous solutions. For slow growth, mild reducing

agents are used, such as carboxylic acids or thermally activated

1,2-alkanediols. Stronger reducing agents, such as sodium borohy-

dride or superhydride, are required for fast nucleation processes or

for metal complexes with very negative reduction potentials.

Surfactants serve to direct particle growth, restrict particle size

and stabilize colloidal suspensions to prohibit aggregation and pre-

cipitation. These surfactants, also termed ligands, bind onto parti-

cles through a surface-interacting functional group and contain a

solvent-soluble chain that extends into solution for solubility. A

wide variety of surfactants is used and range from organic mole-

cules, polymers to ionic salts. The strength of the interacting func-

tional group and concentration in solution dictates particle size

and shape. Covalently interacting groups restrict size and enhance

colloid stability, as they are not easily displaced. Weaker electro-

static interactions allow for dynamical adsorption and desorption

of ligands within solution to provide greater variability during

growth and post-synthetic processing but are more sensitive to

environmental perturbation such as changes in ionic strength or

dilution. Using multi-dentate ligands can increase the surface

interaction for weakly bound functional groups, as is often the case

when using polymers. Some common functional groups include

carboxylic acids, amines, thiols, phosphines, phosphine oxides,

and ammonium and carboxylate salts.

Many ceramic materials are produced using sol–gel processing

in which inorganic precursors undergo hydrolysis or polyconden-

sation reactions to form polymer-like extended network struc-

tures. This method is often carried out in water/alcohol mixtures

and is very sensitive to pH and water/alcohol/precursor ratio. The

addition of organic pore directing agents leads to structures with

ordered and uniform pore networks. Many synthetic methods for

making zeolites, ceramics with ordered pores, require the use of

hydrothermal bomb reactors to produce a multiphase solution

environment that is ideal for zeolite crystallization [9–12]. Careful

drying and calcination techniques are required to ensure structural

integrity when forming these zeolites and porous materials [9–11].

These materials are often used in industry as a structural support

for metal nanoparticle catalysts and can be modified to enhance

catalytic activities or serve as an isomerization catalyst. Current

industrial catalysts are primarily formed through deposition or

precipitation methods in which metal salts selectively precipitate

out of solution onto a supporting material then dried and ther-

mally reduced into small nanoparticles [13,14]. The size and dis-

persity of the metals on the support is controlled by pH of both

the solution and the support. Many supports are intrinsically acidic

or basic and provide local environmental differences that facilitate

salt deposition. These synthetic methods give greater variations in

particle size and local environment and often result in subsurface

metal inclusions within the supporting material, which make

mechanistic studies difficult [4]. For this reason, the aforemen-

tioned colloidal techniques are preferred for studying catalytic

pathways on heterogeneous nanoparticle catalysts.

2.2. Formation mechanism of monodisperse nanoparticles

The simplest and often most used model for particle nucleation

and growth is the LaMer model in which particle formation is

separated into three stages: super-saturation, nucleation and

growth [15]. Fig. 2a shows monomer concentration versus reaction

progression. In Stage I, monomers are being either formed or added

to the solution, yet no particles nucleate despite passing the

saturation point. Once the concentration of monomers reach the

critical saturation point, particles spontaneously nucleate causing

a decrease in particle concentration (Stage II). When the

Fig. 1. A typical reaction setup and concept for colloidal synthesis of nanoparticles.
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concentration of monomers drop below the critical saturation

(Stage III), nucleation of new particles ceases and further monomer

loss is obtained solely from particle growth. Because growth will

occur simultaneously during particle nucleation, it is important

to have a rapid and short nucleation phase and slow growth

kinetics to minimize size broadening [16]. Using very reactive

precursors and rapidly injecting into a hot coordinating solvent

often accomplish this. The reactive precursors decompose quickly,

making the nucleation phase short. Residual precursor complexes

with the coordinating solvent, forming more stable complexes that

will slowly deposit on nuclei for favorable slow growth kinetics.

Another method starts with all the desired precursors dissolved

in solution at room temperature so that the critical monomer

concentration is not reached. Upon heating, the precursors are

more reactive and the critical saturation point is lowered just

below the monomer concentration causing spontaneous nucle-

ation. This method produces fewer initial nuclei as only a small

amount of monomers are used for nucleation resulting in larger

average particle sizes. Because only a small amount of monomers

are used, the nucleation time is short and growth during this time

is minimal [17,18].

For a diffusion controlled growth process, where the precipita-

tion onto a growing particle is limited by the diffusion of mono-

mers to the particle’s surface rather than the reaction of the

monomers on the particle’s surface, two growth regimes exist: a

size-focusing regime and a size defocusing regime. These growth

processes are governed by the Gibbs-Thompson effect in which

the solubility of a particle in relation to its bulk solubility is a

function of its size:

sr ¼ sb expð2rVm=rRTÞ ð1Þ

where sr and sb are the solubility of the particle and bulk solid

respectively; r is the specific surface energy; Vm is the molar

volume of the material, r is the radius of the particle; R is the gas

constant; T is temperature. When 2rVm/rRT� 1 and the diffusion

thickness is considered infinite, the growth rate of particles of size

r can be expressed as

dr=dt ¼ Kð1=rÞð1=r� � 1=rÞ ð2Þ

where K is a rate constant and r� is the critical particle size for which

the growth rate is zero at the current monomer concentration

[19,20]. Fig. 2b shows growth rate as a function of particle size r

versus the critical particle size r�. When the average particle size

is less than twice the critical particle size, defocusing occurs via

an Ostwald’s Ripening process in which smaller particles dissolve

while larger particles grow more rapidly causing a broadening in

the particle size distribution. However, when the average particle

size is greater than twice the critical particle size, smaller particles

grow at a greater rate than larger particles, leading to a narrowing

of the average particle size distribution [21]. At greater monomer

concentrations, the critical particle size r� is smaller. When the

super-saturation of monomers is kept high and below the critical

saturation point so that no nucleation occurs, size focused growth

predominates. For large monodispersed particles, small amounts

of monomer are continuously added to maintain high monomer

concentrations during long growth times. If the reaction proceeds

long enough without further monomer addition, the solution will

exit the size-focusing regime and Ostwald Ripening will occur,

causing a broadening in the size distribution.

2.3. Strategies for controlling size and shape of nanoparticles

Nanoparticles are synthesized under steric control of surfac-

tants and/or kinetic regulation of nucleation and growth of metal

monomers. Thus, one approach to obtain size-controlled nanopar-

ticles is to adjust surfactant concentration [22,23]. For example, a

concentrated surfactant solution would result in small particle

sizes, whereas larger particles would be obtained in a dilute surfac-

tant solution. This steric control strategy has been previously em-

ployed to produce monodisperse gold nanoparticles 1–4 nm in size

were synthesized [23–26]. Another strategy for the size control of

nanoparticles is to regulate relative rates of nucleation and growth

stages. Rhodium nanoparticles ranging 5–13 nm in size have been

synthesized by internally adjusting metal precursor concentration

[27]. Likewise, the seeded growth strategy is often employed in a

two-pot synthesis to increase particle size or deposit metal shells

over pre-formed nanoparticle seeds by externally adding addi-

tional monomers for growth [28–30]. To avoid homogeneous

nucleation of metal monomers, reaction temperature and metal

precursor concentration are carefully controlled. The seeded

growth technique has been utilized to produce ruthenium and

rhodium particles up to 6 nm in size [31,32].

Nanoparticle structure, size and shape are essential to catalysis

and can be controlled through colloidal chemistry. The internal

structure of a nanoparticle may vary for a given composition, as

different crystallographic phases may be kinetically or thermody-

namically isolated through colloidal-based synthesis. These

structures not only determine the geometry of the surface terminate

faces, but may influence the morphology of nanoparticles, as

nanoparticle growth is highly influenced by the free-energies of

terminal crystallographic faces. For densely packed atomic struc-

tures like face-centered cubic (fcc) crystals, {111} surface termina-

tion leads to 8-faced octahedron or 4-faced tetrahedron, whereas

(100) surface termination leads to cubic shapes. Truncated

octahedron shapes are resulted from {100} truncation of octahe-

dron, one special case is cuboctahedron which consists of 6-{100}

tetragonal faces and 8-{111} hexagonal faces. Further truncation
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Fig. 2. (a) LaMer plot: Variation of the supersaturation as a function of time (reproduced with permission from [15], copyright 1950 American Chemical Society). (b) Growth

model of Sugimoto: Change of the growth rate by the particle size (reproduced with permission from [17], copyright 1987 Published by Elsevier B.V.).
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exposes higher index surfaces like {110}, and gives rise to the com-

plex surface structure of polyhedral nanoparticles.

For fcc crystals, {111} surfaces have the lowest surface free

energies and thus are thermodynamically the most stable followed

by {100} and then {110} surfaces. Since nucleation and growth of

nanoparticles are kinetically-controlled by a number of factors

such as limited reaction time and temperature, precursor salts

and surfactants, nanoparticles usually assumes equilibrium shapes

such as truncated cuboctahedron and polyhedron during colloidal

chemical synthesis. To synthesize nanoparticles with cubic and

tetrahedral (or octahedral) shapes, one approach is to employ

surface directing agents along with surfactants. There are vast

numbers of surface directing agents at disposal. Namely, alkali

and organic salts of halides [33,34], transition metal crystals, cat-

ions, and complexes such as Ag+ [35], Fe3+ [36], Co+ [37], W(CO)6
[38], etc. reactive gas molecules such as H2, O2, CO, NO, etc. are

noticeable examples of surface directing agents employed in

colloidal synthesis of nanoparticles.

In the case of Pt groupmetal nanoparticles, bromide ions present

in the reaction solution produces cubic shapes by stabilizing {100}

surfaces, whereas molecular hydrogen favors tetrahedral shapes

with dominantly {111} surfaces. As shown in Fig. 3, NaBH4 reduc-

tion of aqueous solution of H2PtCl6 in the presence of tetradecylam-

monium bromide (TTABr) salt, produced �15 nm Pt cubes, where

TTABr acts as both a surfactant and a surface-directing agent. When

dissolved H2 was employed along with poly-vinylpyrrolidone (PVP)

under similar reaction conditions, Pt tetrahedras are formed, which

were controllable in the size range of 3–10 nm [39,40]. Also shown

in Fig. 3, employing both dissolvedH2 and TTABr solution resulted in

�15 nm Pt cuboctahedras, which is a structural intermediate be-

tween cubes and tetrahedras that possesses both {100} and {111}

faces. Similarly, Ag+ ions are also known to favor cubic shapes when

high concentrations. Exclusively cuboctahedral shapes are formed

when trace amounts of Ag+ ions are present [35].

Recently, it has been shown that size tuning of shape-controlled

nanoparticles is possible via colloidal chemical synthesis strategies.

For instance, PVP-capped Pt nanocubes in the size range between 5

and 9 nm have been synthesized employing tetramethylammo-

nium bromide (TMABr) as a surface directing agent and the per-

centage of Pt4+ in a Pt2+/Pt4+ precursor mixture for size control

(Fig. 4) [41]. Pt4+ is thermodynamically more difficult to be reduced

than Pt2+, and thus fewer Pt nucleates would be initially generated

for high Pt4+ fractions, leading to larger cubes as residual Pt precur-

sor is reserved for particle growth. Likewise, small Pt cubes are gen-

erated with low Pt4+ fractions due to fast nucleation of the Pt2+

precursor and lower residual Pt ions for further growth.

2.4. Mesoporous materials

A mesoporous material is a material containing pores with

diameters between 2 and 50 nm. Because of its high surface area,

ordered pore structure, and large pore volume, mesoporous mate-

rials have been utilized widely as excellent catalyst and support in

the field of heterogeneous catalysts [42]. As a porous material,

zeolites are also used for ion exchange, adsorption, separation

and many catalytic applications [9–11]. However, zeolites – micro-

porous materials whose pore diameters are less than 2 nm –,

currently have limited applications for large molecules chemistries

due to their narrow pores. Ordered mesoporous materials of the

M41S family were first introduced by Mobil R&D Corporation in

1992 (Fig. 5a). Since then, tremendous research on mesoporous

materials has been made using self-assembled supramolecular

structures of surfactants as a soft template [43]. Self-assembly

between inorganic precursors and organic surfactants to form

inorganic/organic mesostructures is essential for the formation of

mesoporous materials with highly ordered pore structures. Surfac-

tants can be classified mainly into cationic, anionic, and nonionic

by their interaction between inorganic precursors and organic sur-

factants in solutions to form various types of mesostructures such

as 2D or 3D hexagonal, 3D cubic, and bicontinuous cubic. These

surfactants play a decisive role to design periodic arrangements
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2. NaBH4

3. H2

1. TTABr

2. NaBH4

1. PVP

2. NaBH4

3. H2

Fig. 3. Schematics illustrate a generic synthetic procedure for preparing Pt nanoparticles with cube, octahedron and cuboctahedron shapes.
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of pores within mesoporous materials that possess large uniform

pore sizes, highly ordered channels, and large surface areas. One

of the most popular surfactants is Pluronic P123 (poly(ethylene

oxide)20-block-poly(propylene oxide)70-block-poly(ethylene oxide)20
triblock copolymer), which generates various kinds of mesoporous

silica materials such as SBA-15 (Fig. 5b) and MCF-17 (Fig. 5c) by an

aqueous sol–gel process using tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) as a

silica source [44–46]. Both SBA-15 and MCF-17 have been widely

used as a support for the preparation of nanocatalysts by incorpo-

rating metal nanoparticles into them. While these two kinds of

mesoporous silicas are synthesized in a similar way, the MCF-17

has enhanced pore size ranges from 20 to 50 nm as compared to

SBA-15 with a size of 6–15 nm. This is accomplished by introduc-

ing a pore-swelling agent like trimethylbenzene to expand the

mesostructural organic framework.

Since the discovery that oxide-metal interfaces affect catalytic

activity and selectivity, much progress has been made to synthe-

size metal oxide mesoporous materials as a support. Many metal

oxides have been produced demonstrating similar geometries as

the silicas, including TiO2, ZrO2, Al2O3, NbO5, Ta2O5, WO3, SnO as

well as mixed oxides [47,48]. Among those metal oxide, mesopor-

ous c-alumina (c-Al2O3) oxide (Fig. 5d) is chosen as an excellent

support due to its acid/base properties and adsorption capacity

for many automotive and petroleum industries [49,50].

3. Preparation of nanocatalysts

3.1. 2-D and 3-D catalysts

Colloidal metal nanoparticles can be applied to two types of

catalysts; 2-dimensional (2-D) and 3-dimensional (3-D) catalysts

[51]. For decades, single crystals have been used for model studies

of surfaces and catalysis, both as metal films and supports for

metal particles. Similarly, 2-D catalysts are prepared by self-

assembled nanoparticles deposited on a substrate by using the

Langmuir–Blodgett technique (Fig. 6). Surfactant stabilized

colloidal nanoparticles floated on poor solvent – like water for

the case of hydrophobic particles – then, assembled to form a

closed packed array and deposited on a substrate by emersing

the substrate form the liquid.

Conventional industrial catalysts are composed of metal nano-

particles supported on the high surface materials [52]. In order to

prepare for industrial heterogeneous catalysts with high surface

area, two kinds of methods are mainly adopted: ion-exchange

and incipient wetness [13,14]. In both cases, active metal nanopar-

ticles with a size range of 1–10 nm are deposited on and into metal

oxides or carbons with high surface area. For ion-exchange,

electrostatic interactions between metal precursor and support

guarantee high dispersion of nanopaticles, whereas the incipient

wetness provides a simple way to obtain nanoparticle catalysts

in a large scale by using capillary force to load metal precursors

in solution. However, both methods have a broad size distribution

of nanoparticles, because of difficulties controlling thermal

activation and reduction during the formation of particles on the

supports.

Post-synthesis colloidal deposition methods have the advantage

of controlled particle size, shape and the elimination of metal

adatom inclusions within the support that is often associated with

conventional direct deposition methods [52]. The colloidal metal

and alloy nanoparticles are incorporated into the pores of meso-

porous supports by two methods: capillary inclusion and nanopar-

ticle encapsulation [51]. Via the capillary induced inclusion

method, colloidal nanoparticles can be loaded into mesoporous

materials by simple sonication in solution (Fig. 6). For example,

monodispersed PVP-capped Pt nanoparticles of different sizes

(1.7–7.1 nm) were mixed with SBA-15 with a pore diameter of

9 nm in ethanol [53]. Sonication promotes homogenous dispersion

of Pt nanopaticles thorough the entire channel of SBA-15 by a

capillary force. All Pt sizes were observed to disperse throughout

the support forming Pt/SBA-15 3-D nanocatalysts after precipita-

tion and drying. Recently, an alternative approach to effectively

100 nm

a b

c d

10 nm

80 nm

Fig. 5. TEM images of various mesoporous metarials; (a) MCM-41, (b) SBA-15, (c) MCF-17, and (d) alumina (reproduced with permission from [44–46,49], copyright 1992

Nature Publishing Group, copyright 1998 Wiley-VCH, and 1999 and 2008 American Chemical Society).
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disperse metal nanoparticles within a support involves the direct

encapsulation of pre-made metal nanoparticles into a supporting

silica matrix during the hydrothermal growth of mesopourous

silica. This method is aptly referred to as the nanoparticle encapsu-

lation [54].

3.2. Bimetallic and core/shell nanocatalysts

Bimetallic or core/shell nanoparticles have been developed for

engineering catalysts with enhanced activity and selectivity, be-

cause they often display composition-dependent surface structure

and atomic segregation behavior [4]. The electronic and geometric

structures can be tailored by addition of a second metal into the

nanoparticle for catalysis. Scheme 1 shows possible bimetallic

nanoparticle architectures such as alloy, dimer, core/shell, etc.

For example, bimetallic nanoparticles composed of Pt and 3d tran-

sition metals such as Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu exhibit high catalytic activ-

ity and selectivity as compared to a pure Pt catalyst [55,56].

Through colloidal solution-based approaches, compositionally

and structurally controlled bimetallic or multi-metallic nanoparti-

cles have been synthesized. Fig. 7a–c shows bimetallic RhxPd1�x

nanoparticles synthesized using a one-step colloidal chemistry

involving the thermal reduction of two precursors in the presence

of surfactant and alcohol. The RhxPd1�x nanoparticles undergo

reversible changes of surface composition and chemical state

[57]. This was due to the surface free energy of the metals and

the heat of formation of the metallic oxides in relation to the

reaction environment being net oxidizing or net reducing.

Recently, a core/shell Pt/mesoporous silica (Pt/mSiO2) was

designed as a thermally stable catalyst [58]. Pt nanoparticles

were firstly synthesized as a core through an aqueous reduction

of a Pt salt. Then the Pt cores were surrounded by silica shell to

generate Pt/SiO2 nanoparticles using standard sol–gel chemistry.

A tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide (TTAB) capping agent

on the Pt cores acted as a pore directing agent upon silica depo-

sition. Upon subsequent calcination, the organic capping agent is

removed leaving a mesoporous silica shell behind. During a cat-

alytic reaction, the reactant molecules can access to the surface

of Pt cores directly through the mesoporous silica shell. The

supporting silica shells not only isolate the catalytically active

Pt cores but also prevent the possibility of sintering of core par-

ticles during high temperature reactions. Pt/mSiO2 core/shell

nanoparticles maintained their structure up to 750 �C and exhib-

ited high catalytic activity for ethylene hydrogenation and CO

oxidation.

4. Dynamic behavior of nanoparticles under catalytic reaction

conditions

4.1. Structure–surface reactivity relations of metal nanoparticles via

catalytic measurements

Because catalysis is a surface phenomenon, particle size and

crystallographic shape of nanoparticles often have significant influ-

ence on catalytic activity and selectivity for many model and

industrial reactions. Hydrogenation reactions of small molecules

such as crotonaldehyde, pyrrole, [41,59] furan [60,61] and methyl-

cyclopentane (MCP) [62] were documented to be of a structure-

sensitive nature. For example, 10 torr furan and 100 torr H2 were

allowed to react at 80 �C over Pt nanoparticles in the size range

between 1 and 7 nm, and a size-dependent surface selectivity

was observed (Fig. 8). Small nanoparticles (i.e. 1 nm) produced

mainly dihydrofuran, which suggested incomplete hydrogenation

of the aromatic ring, whereas butanol was resulted from hydroge-

native ring opening of furan over larger nanoparticles (i.e. 7 nm)

[60]. Selectivity could also be changed as a function of

crystallographic shape. This shape-dependence was observed for

methylcyclopentane/H2 reaction over shape controlled Pt nanopar-

ticles with controlled morphology (Fig. 9) [63]. PVP-capped

6 nm Pt nanoparticles with spherical, cubic, cuboctahedral, and

octahedral shapes were synthesized under similar reaction

conditions. Each shape exhibits unique faceting to expose different

reactive faces. It is well known from single-crystal studies that the

exposed crystallographic plane has great influence on catalytic

pathways and activities. Hydrogenation of MCP results in ring

opening and a subsequent isomerization leads to various C6

isomers. This reaction pathway was dominant on Pt octahedra

Fig. 6. Schematic illustrations for preparation of colloidal nanopartcle-based 2D and 3D catalysts.
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(110) and spheres (high index). Octahedra led to hexane and

spheres to 2-methylpentane. Further C–C bond breakage gave

rise to C1–C5 products, and was maxima on Pt cubes (100). At

elevated temperatures, C6 isomers form benzene upon ring closure

and subsequent dehydrogenation. This third reaction pathway

was dominantly on Pt cubes (100) and Pt cuboctahedra (100)

and (111). Given different surface crystallographic orientations,

both activity and selectivity exhibited strong shape dependence.

Other notable example of shape dependence of surface reactivity

is benzene hydrogenation over Pt cubes and cuboctahedra,

and has been reported in relation to model single crystal surfaces

[62].

4.2. Dynamic in situ characterization of metal nanoparticles surfaces

While catalytic measurements illustrate the importance of

particle size and shape on activity, surface-dependant reactions

are known to be dynamic processes that may reversibly alter the

chemical and structural properties of metals on the surface and,

possibly, within the bulk [4]. Oxidation states, intra-metallic

distances, average coordination numbers and distribution of atom

sites under dynamic reaction conditions are usually different from

those of the as-made particles. This necessitated the use of in situ

tools to characterize metals under catalytically-relevant reaction

conditions. A toolbox of instruments and techniques is now avail-

able to help uncover surface chemistry and structure as reaction

occurs. Surface sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy

(SFGVS) [64–66], ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron [67,68]

and high pressure scanning tunneling microscopy (HPSTM)

[69,70] are some of the in situ surface techniques. X-ray absorption

spectroscopy (XAS) becomes surface specific for cluster-sized

particles where bulk becomes surface [71–73].

4.3. Surface sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy

Catalytic reactions such as CO/O2 and C2H4/H2 can be structure

insensitive (i.e. on Pt surfaces), meaning the size and shape of met-

als do not affect the surface reactivity [52]. Such reactions could be

employed to probe surface area and number of available metal

sites or crystallographic orientation of metal surfaces. FTIR vibra-

tional spectroscopy was frequently used to probe CO/O2 reaction

on Pt group metal surfaces [74,75]. CO adsorbed on surfaces give

rise to vibrational fingerprints that are characteristics of metal type

and surface chemistry, and thus different from those of gas phase

CO molecule [75].

Ordered Alloys

(Intermetallics)

Disordered Alloys

(Random Homogenous)

Core/Shell

Heterodimers

Scheme 1. Possible bimetallic nanoparticle architectures.
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4.3.1. SFGVS characterization of surface crystallographic orientations

of nanoparticles using ethylene/H2 probe

It is understood on Pt single crystals that ethylene adsorbate ex-

isted in three vibrationally and configurationally distinct states

with respect to crystal orientation. Ethylidene, –CCH3 favors three-

fold hollow sites of (111) crystal and di-r-bonded ethylene, –

CH2CH2– binds to both trigonal (111) and tetragonal hollow sites

of (100) (Fig. 10a). In addition, di-r-bonded ethylene species is

Fig. 7. TEM images of bimetallic and core/shell nanoparticles: (a–c) PhxPd1�x nanoparticles. Synthetic procedure from (d) Pt nanoparticles to core/shell (e) Pt/SiO2, and (f) Pt/

mesoporous SiO2 (reproduced with permission from [58], copyright 2009 Nature Publishing Group).
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further stabilized on (110) crystals. SFGVS, for which gas phase

molecular vibrations are nullified, could monitor vibrational

signatures on the surface at the methyl stretch region. It was this

crystal dependence of ethylene adsorption and surface-only

detection power of SFGVS that revealed morphological and crystal-

lographic shapes were indeed related for the bulk of Pt nanoparti-

cle colloids. Fig. 10b shows SFGVS spectra of nano-structured Pt

cubes, cuboctahedra and octahedra probed by C2H4/H2 reaction,

indicating the surface structure/shape association relative to bulk

crystallographic faces.

4.3.2. SFGVS investigation of surface-adsorbate states under catalytic

reactions

Traditionally, SFGVS was employed to study the catalytic

reactions over single crystal surfaces. Hydrogenation of small

molecules such as ethylene [65], cyclohexene [76–78], benzene

[79–82] crotonaldehyde [83,84], pyrrole [59], etc. was studied

using SFGVS and surface adsorbate interactions were well-docu-

mented. Surface structure in terms of adsorbate configuration and

orientation relative to metal surface was probed at the molecular

level and reaction intermediates and spectator molecules were re-

vealed, which revolutionized theway surface science could be stud-

ied. Recently, UV/O2 cleaning of nanoparticle surfaces off capping

agents has recently allowed nanoparticle films to be investigated

under catalytic reactions [85]. Thus, catalytically relevant colloidal

metal nanoparticles were brought into the reach of SFGVS. This con-

stituted another revolution to bridge the materials gap between

atomically flat model single crystal surfaces and under-coordinated

defect-rich nanoparticle surfaces. SFGVS study of benzene/H2 reac-

tion over shape controlled Pt nanoparticles with cubic (100) and

cuboctahedral (100) and (111) shapes was a milestone in the field,

and was soon followed by many others [71,72].

Furan/H2 reaction provided a bi-functional hydrogenation

pathway with distinct spectral fingerprints at the methyl region,

and thus ideal for SFGVS studies [60,61]. Catalytic reaction was

carried out at 80 �C over Pt nanoparticles in the size range be-

tween 1 nm and 7 nm, and revealed that large particles enhanced

butanol formation via ring opening, whereas small particles pref-

erentially formed dihydrofuran through partial hydrogenation of

the aromatic ring (Fig. 8) [60]. As temperature increased, cracking

reaction took over and propylene formed in expense of dihydrofu-

ran and butanol over Pt 1 nm particles. On the other hand, Pt(111)

single crystal surfaces produced no detectable amounts of propyl-

ene, but formed butanol, which scaled up with increasing temper-

atures at and above 100 �C. The structural origin at the molecular

level of this surface reactivity trend over Pt single crystals and

nanoparticles were investigated using SFGVS. Fig. 11 shows SFG

spectrum of Pt 1 nm particles and suggests that surface-adsorbed

furan co-existed with the C4 products at temperatures below

100 �C. At 100 �C and above, methyl stretch intensity due to

butanol adsorbate, which bonded through the O atom and was

at upright position relative to surface parallel, and dihydrofuran

decreased with increasing temperatures. However no spectral

feature due to adsorption of propylene was obtained. In corrobora-

tion with the catalytic turnover measurements, these observations

led to the conclusion that C4 species cracked to C3 olefin, CO and

H2 on the defect or under-coordinated atom sites over nanoparti-

cles [60].

4.4. Ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

When gas atmosphere pressures in the torr regime is combined

with energy tunable synchrotron X-rays, X-ray photoelectron spec-

troscopy (XPS) become a unique tool to study metal nanoparticles

under catalytically-relevant reaction conditions [67]. Structural

and chemical fundamentals of metal nanoparticles could now be

resolved at the atomic level on the surface and in the bulk at tem-

peratures and under that catalytic reactions occur through the use

of ambient pressure XPS (APXPS).

4.4.1. Surface chemistry and reactivity correlations by APXPS and

parallel catalytic activity measurements

Size dependent activity behavior of CO/O2 reaction on Rh nano-

particles has recently been uncovered using APXPS technique [86].

Fig. 12a shows the turnover rates relative to Rh foil and absolute

activation energy as a function of particle sizes between 2 nm

and 11 nm. Activation energy for the CO/O2 reaction increased

exponentially with increasing particle sizes, whereas CO/O2 reac-

tion rates showed exponential decay at 200 �C and under 100 Torr

O2 and 40 Torr CO. 2 and 7 nm Rh particles were investigated using

510 eV photons at 200 �C under 100 mtorr O2 and 40 mtorr CO

(three orders of magnitude lower pressures than catalytic tests).

As shown in Fig. 12b, it was found that 2 nm particles were mainly

oxidized under reaction conditions, whereas 7 nm particles were

metallic under identical conditions [86]. APXPS revealed a clear

correlation between surface chemical compositions (i.e. redox

state) and surface reactivity, and thus showed the dynamic nature

of metal surfaces at the atomic scale.

4.4.2. Determination of bimetallic nanoparticle architectures

and reversible rearrangement of atoms under reactive gas

atmospheres by APXPS

Surface dynamics become even more complex for bimetallic

nanoparticles. Particle architecture is introduced as the fourth

dimension of metal structure along with size, shape and oxidation

state. Scheme 1 shows possible bimetallic architectures. Elemental

Fig. 10. A truncated octahedron atom cluster is represented with ethylidyne

species, –CCH3 on a (111) terrace and di-r-bonded ethylene species, –CH2H2C– on

a (100) terrace (a). SFGVS spectra in the methyl region shows ethylene adsorbed

over Pt nanoparticles with octahedron, cube and truncated octahedron shapes (b).

Spectra were collected under 10 torr ethylene and 100 Torr H2 at 25 �C. Represen-

tative TEM pictures of the shape-controlled Pt nanoparticles are also given.
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mapping analogous to STEM/EDS could be obtained using photon

energy variable synchrotron XPS technique at vacuum. Therefore,

one could determine average particle architecture for any given

bimetallic nanoparticle composition. Fig. 13a shows the represen-

tative STEM/EDS phase maps and line-scan at Pd L and Rh L edges

for a single Pd50Rh50 nanoparticle at vacuum [57]. In Fig. 13b, X-ray

photoelectron spectra for Pd1�xRhx (x = 0–1) nanoaparticles at two

different photon energies (e.g. Al Ka source at 1486 eV and syn-

chrotron source at 645 eV) revealed surface depletion of Pd at vac-

uum, in line with STEM/EDS analysis. Having the chemical and

structural mobility of metal surfaces in mind, investigation of

nanoparticles under dynamic reaction conditions is essential to

understanding surface fundamentals and molecular factors that

govern catalytic reactions.

Rh50Pd50 nanoparticles were subjected to a series of redox cycles

at 300 �C, and investigated under APXPS using 645 eV photons

[57,68,87]. As shown in Fig. 13c, nanoparticles remained Rh rich in

the surface regions under 100 mTorr each ofNOandCOatmosphere.

On theotherhand,Pdsegregated to surfacesand formed50:50alloys

at100 mTorr CO.Moreover, surfaceswere switched between Rh rich

and 50:50 alloy states back and forth by changing gas environments

from oxidizing to net reducing as revealed by APXPS [57,68].

4.5. X-ray absorption spectroscopy at the liquid–metal interface of

sub-nanometer Pt clusters

Application of X-ray absorption spectroscopy to heterogeneous

catalysis marked a milestone in the field of surface sciences toward

Fig. 11. SFGVS spectra in the methyl region during the furane/H2 reaction over �1 nm Pt nanoparticles in the temperature range between 20 �C and 140 �C. The reaction

employed 10 Torr furan, 100 torr H2 and 650 Torr He. Major vibrational peaks were highlighted and corresponding surface configurations were given next to the SFG spectra.
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a better understanding of the close and strong relationship

between structure and chemistry. In spite of being a bulk probing

technique, XAS could be employed for in situ and operando studies

at elevated temperatures and pressures. For the unique case of

sub-nanometer clusters, typically 40 atoms and less, surface

constitutes >80% of the total atoms. XAS, then, becomes surface

specific and measures structural and chemical properties of all

catalytically-relevant atoms [71].

An important class of sub-nanometer clusters is dendrimer-

encapsulated nanoparticles (DENs) for which, a number of mono-

metallic to bimetallic nanoparticle can generically be synthesized

using dendrimer templates. Pt DENs have been recently applied

to homogeneous catalytic transformation of small molecules, and

XAS has been the in situ surface characterization tool to study

the reaction as it occurs at the liquid–solid interface [88].

Fig. 14a shows the average coordination numbers of Pt–Pt, Pt–O,

and Pt–Cl atom pairs for a few redox cycles derived from extended

X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) analysis [89]. Reduced

clusters had the average coordination numbers of 5 which corre-

sponded to sub-nanometer sized 5–15 atom Pt clusters. When oxi-

dized the average coordination number dropped to 1 which

suggested dissolution of clusters into single and isolated ions.

Cluster and single atom states could be reinstated back and forth

through redox cycles. In agreement with this picture, X-ray

absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES) revealed mainly

metallic Pt for the reduction cycles, whereas oxidized Pt in the
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form of chlorides were present for the oxidation cycles (Fig. 7b).

Based on the XAS studies, a redox model was derived for the reac-

tion mechanism of a homogeneous molecular transformation at

the liquid–metal interface (Fig. 14c).

4.6. High pressure scanning tunneling microscopy study of pressure-

dependent clustering of Pt(557)

Low index single crystal surfaces such as (111) and (100) were

often employed to study surface aspects of catalytic reactions.

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) provides a unique way of

simultaneously imaging metal surfaces with an interfacial reactive

gas adlayer. While STM imaging of nanoparticles synthesized by

colloidal chemistry sets a major challenge, investigation of single

crystal surfaces with nanoparticle-like faceting provide a model

systems for STM studies [90]. Pt(557) single crystal has stepped

surfaces composed of Pt(111) terraces and Pt(100) steps, and thus

mimics nanoparticles with statistically significant numbers of cor-

ner and edge atoms [91].

Pt(557) surfaces were studied using STM at CO pressures from

UHV to Torr regime, and CO pressure-induced restructuring and

clustering of Pt(557) was investigated [91]. At 10�10 Torr CO and

25 �C, STM showed Pt(111) terraces (Fig. 15a). APXPS revealed no

CO adsorption (i.e. 0 surface coverage) under identical conditions

(Fig. 15b).WhenCOpressurewas increased to10�8 TorrPt(111) ter-

races were doubled in length while surface coverage of CO reached

0.5. At 1 Torr CO, Pt(557) steps were restructured and broke up into

small Pt clusters of approximately 2 nmparticle sizes. CO reached its

saturation coverage on Pt at 1 Torr. Based on the experimental find-

ings, density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out,

and predicted clustering of Pt(557) single crystal at high CO cover-

agedue to strongCO-CO repulsion (Fig. 15c). Itwas also documented

that Pt(111) terraces were restored at 10�8 Torr CO after 1 Torr CO

gaswas pumpedout. In summary, HPSTMrevealed pressure-depen-

dent mobility of Pt surfaces with edges and terraces, and helped

bridging the pressure gap in the case of CO adsorption over Pt.

5. Conclusions and outlook

Colloidal solution based nanotechnology has been developed to

control nanomaterial size, shape, composition, uniformity, and

functionality. Industrial catalysts have targeted nanomaterials with

controlled size and shape, as nanoparticles have high surface areas

that provide more active sites to lower activation energy for cata-

lytic reactions. In addition, shape selectivity provides unique sur-

face structures—such as steps, kinks and terraces—to influence

reaction pathways leading to product selectivity. Recent results

show that turnover rates and selectivity of catalytic reactions can

be influenced by the size and shape of nanoparticles as their surface

structures and active sites are tailored at the molecular level. Nano-

particles lie within the transitional size regime, which make them

highly suitable for tuning catalytic properties for robust, selective

and highly active catalysts. Our group has demonstrated that

severalmolecular factors govern the activity and selectivity of shape

dependent nanoparticle catalysts including: surface structure and

composition of nanoparticles, reaction intermediates, adsorbates,

and oxidation states. Advanced in situ and ex situ characterization

techniques have permitted the study of dynamic behaviors under

catalytic reactions. The colloidal synthetic approach has enabled

the control of the size, shape, and composition of nanoparticle

precisely,while advances in in situ characterization techniques have

allowed the monitoring of dynamic behavior of catalysts during

reactions. The utilization of advanced synthetic procedures, charac-

terizations, and reaction studies opens new possibilities for the

design of ideal ‘‘green catalysts’’ exhibiting near 100% selectivity,

maximal activity, and long-term stability.
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